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Abstract. One-way authenticated key agreement protocols, aiming at solving the prob-
lems to establish secure communications over public insecure networks, can achieve one-
way authentication of communicating entities for giving a specific user strong anonymity
and confidentiality of transmitted data. Public Key Infrastructure can design one-way au-
thenticated key agreement protocols, but it will consume a large amount of computation.
Because one-way authenticated key agreement protocols mainly concern on authentica-
tion and key agreement, we adopt multi-server architecture to realize these goals. About
multi-server architecture, which allow the user to register at the registration center (RC)
once and can access all the permitted services provided by the eligible servers. In other
words, users do not need to register at numerous servers repeatedly. The combination of
above-mentioned ideas can lead to a high-practical scheme in the universal client/server
architecture. Based on these motivations, the paper firstly proposed a new one-way au-
thenticated key agreement scheme based on multi-server architecture. Compared with
related literatures recently, our proposed scheme can not only own high efficiency and
unique functions, but is also robust to various attacks and achieves perfect forward se-
crecy. Finally, we give the security proof and the efficiency analysis of our proposed
scheme.
Keywords: One-way authentication, Key agreement, Multi-server architecture, Anonymity,
Chaotic maps

1. Introduction. Authenticated key exchange (AKE) is one of the most important cryp-
tographic components which is used for establishing an authenticated and confidential
communication channel. Based on the number of participants, we can divide AKE proto-
cols into three categories: two-party AKE protocols [7 - 10], three-party AKE protocols
[11 - 13], and N-party AKE protocols [14 - 17]. Furthermore, based on the respective
features in detail, the previous AKE protocols [7 - 31] can be classified many categories,
we use two-party AKE protocols to set an example: such as using smart card [1 - 3],
password-based [1 - 6], chaotic map-based [8 - 13], ID-based [16,17], anonymity [13,18],
secret sharing [19, 20] and so on. Recently many researchers achieve AKE in the multi-
server environment called multi-server authenticated key agreement (MSAKA) protocols.
MSAKA protocols allow the user to register at the registration center (RC) once and can
access all the permitted services provided by the eligible servers. In other words, users
do not need to register at numerous servers repeatedly. MSAKA protocols mainly want
to solve the problems in a traditional single server with authentication schemes [21,22]
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which lead to the fact that user has to register to different servers separately. On a macro
level MSAKA protocols can be divided into three phases in chronological order: Creative
Phase: The pioneer work in the field was proposed by Li et al. [23] in 2001. However, Lin
et al. [24] pointed out that Li et al.s scheme takes long time to train neural networks and
an improved scheme based on ElGamal digital signature and geometric properties on the
Euclidean plane has also been given. Development Phase: the main work in this phase
is amended repeatedly. For example, Tsai [25] also proposed an efficient multi-server au-
thentication scheme based on one-way hash function without a verification table. Because
Tsais scheme only uses the nonce and one-way hash function, the problems associated with
the cost of computation can be avoided in the distributed network environment. However,
some researchers [26] pointed out that Tsais scheme is also vulnerable to server spoofing
attacks by an insider server and privileged insider attacks, and does not provide forward
secrecy. Diversification Phase: the research emphasis shifts to functionality. Therefore,
identity-based MSAKA protocols, based on bilinear pairings or elliptic curve cryptosystem
(ECC) MSAKA protocols, dynamic identity-based MSAKA protocols and other MSAKA
protocols came up recently[26 - 28]. However, most existing AKE or MSAKA protocols
have emphasized mutual authentication, in which both parties authenticate themselves
to their peer. There are many scenes need not mutual authentication at all and we just
need one-way authentication. We can take some facts as examples which are shown in the
Fig.1. (1) Readers-to-journalists model: Readers act upon the perceived reputation of a
news source, so reputation is a valuable commodity for journalists. No further authen-
tication is required and since the information is public, channel secrecy is not required
and does not affect the actions of either party. (2) Patient-to-expert model: On Internet,
patients requiring medical advice may wish to do so anonymously, while still ensuring the
confidentiality of their request and assurance that the medical advice received comes from
an authentic, qualified source.

Figure 1. No need for mutual authentication environment on Internet

The key idea of one-way AKE is that one party wishes for no one to be able to de-
termine his/her identity, including all the authorities. However, only a few protocols
have considered the problem of one-way authentication. Goldberg [29] gave a specialized
one-way AKE security definition for the Tor authentication protocol. The literature [30]
described an identity-based anonymous authenticated key exchange protocol but with a
limited session key secrecy definition based on key recovery, not indistinguishability. Mor-
rissey, Smart, and Warinschi [31] analyzed the security of the Transport Layer Security
(TLS) protocol in the context of one-way authentication, but with specialized security
definitions. Recently, Goldberg and Stebila [32] provided an intuitive set of goals and
present a formal model that captures these goals. Usually, public key encryption can
be used for one-way AKE protocols, for example by having the client encrypt a session
key under the server’s public key. This mechanism is widely used, for example in the
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RSA-based cipher suites in TLS [33] and in the KAS1 protocol in NIST SP800-56B [34].
The main contributions are shown as below: The paper firstly presents a new one-way
authentication key agreement scheme towards multi-server architecture. Furthermore, the
proposed protocol is based on chaotic maps without using modular exponentiation and
scalar multiplication on an elliptic curve. In Security aspect, the protocol can resist all
common attacks, such as impersonation attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, etc. About
functionality, the protocol also has achieved some well-known properties, such as perfect
forward secrecy and execution efficiency. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Some preliminaries are given in Section 2. Next, a One-Way AKE towards Multi-Server
Architecture is described in Section 3. Then, the security analysis and efficiency analysis
are given in Section 4 and Section 5. This paper is finally concluded in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries.

Figure 2. The traditional multi-server communication architecture

2.1. Multi-server architecture. In the multi-server environment, each user must per-
form authentication procedure to login the server for a transaction. If the user is in a
single authentication architecture, then the user must register at various servers and mem-
orize the corresponding identifications and passwords, which could not be convenient for
a user. In order to make the registration to various servers easier for users, multi-server
architecture schemes have been developed and proposed [23-28]. Basically, each user must
register with the registration center to obtain a secure account. Then the user uses the
secure account to perform the login and authentication procedures with various servers.
Fig.2 shows the traditional multi-server environment.

2.2. Definition and properties of Chebyshev chaotic maps. Let n be an integer and
let x be a variable with the interval [−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial Tn(x) : [−1, 1] →
[−1, 1] is defined as Tn(x) = cos(ncos−1(x)). Chebyshev polynomial map Tn : R → R of
degree n is defined using the following recurrent relation [35]:

Tn(x) = 2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x) (1)

where n ≥ 2, T0(x) = 1, and T1(x) = x.

The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:
T2(x) = 2x2 − 1, T3(x) = 4x3 − 3x, T4(x) = 8x4 − 8x2 + 1,.......
One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev polynomials are the so-called
semi-group property which establishes that

Tr(Ts(x)) = Tr·s(x) (2)
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An immediate consequence of this property is that Chebyshev polynomials commute under
composition

Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)) (3)

In order to enhance the security, Zhang [36] proved that semi-group property holds for
Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval (−∞,+∞). The enhanced Chebyshev poly-
nomials are used in the proposed protocol:

Tn (x) = (2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x))(modN) (4)

where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞,+∞), and N is a large prime number. Obviously,

Tr·s(x) = Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)) (5)

Definition 2.1. Semi-group property of Chebyshev polynomials:
Tr(Ts(x)) = cos(rcos−1(scos−1(x))) = cos(rscos−1(x)) = Tsr(x) = Ts(Tr(x))

Definition 2.2. Given x and y, it is intractable to find the integer s, such that Ts(x) = y.
It is called the Chaotic Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm problem (CMBDLP).

Definition 2.3. Given x, Tr(x),and Ts(x), it is intractable to find Trs(x).It is called the
Chaotic Maps-Based Diffie-Hellman problem (CMBDHP).

2.3. One-way Hash Function. A secure cryptographic one-way hash function h : a →
b has four main properties:
(1) The function h takes a message of arbitrary length as the input and produces a message
digest of fixed-length as the output;
(2) The function h is one-way in the sense that given a, it is easy to compute h (a) =
b.However, given b, it is hard to compute h−1 (b) = a;
(3) Given a, it is computationally infeasible to find a′ such that a′ ̸= a, but h (a′) = h (a);
(4) It is computationally infeasible to find any pair a, a′ such that a′ ̸= a,but h (a′) = h (a).

2.4. Symmetric encryption. A symmetric encryption scheme Ek(Kgen,E,D) consists
of three algorithms as follows:
(1)Randomized Key Generation Algorithm Kgen: it returns a key k drawn from the key
space Keys(Ek) at random.
(2) Encryption Algorithm E:it takes the key k ∈ Keys(Ek) and a plaintextM ∈ {0, 1}∗ as
the inputs and outputs a ciphertext C ∈ {0, 1}∗. So it can be written C = Ek(M).
(3)Decryption Algorithm D: it takes the key k ∈ Keys(Ek) and a ciphertext C ∈
{0, 1}∗ as the inputs and outputs a plaintext M ∈ {0, 1}∗. So it can be written M =
Dk(C).
2.5. Explanation of some terms.
(1)Anonymity vs OTP and ID hiding
Anonymity ensures that a user may use a resource or service without disclosing the users
identity completely. ID hiding[ A pseudonym is an identifier of a subject other than one
of the subjects real names. ID hiding usually uses pseudonym to realize. ] usually means
that a user may use a resource or service without disclosing the users identity during the
protocol interaction, which is a kind of privacy protection partly. Because the server may
store the users identity.
OTP (one-time password) usually means that the password can be used only once but
the ID is plaintext during the protocol interaction, so there is no privacy protection. The
concrete differences are shown in Table1.
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Table 1. Comparisons among Anonymity, OTP and ID hiding

(2)Anonymity vs Unlinkability
Unlinkability [37] of two or more items of interest (IOIs, e.g., subjects, messages, actions,
...) from an attackers perspective means that within the system (comprising these and
possibly other items), the attacker cannot sufficiently distinguish whether these IOIs are
related or not. So in the context of key exchange, unlinkability and anonymity are in a
sense equivalent.
(3)Anonymity vs Untraceability [37]
Untraceability: The signer is unable to link the message-signature pair with the corre-
sponding view after the blind signature has been revealed to the public by the requester.
So anonymity is a general term and untraceability is used in signature usually.
(4)Anonymity vs Undetectability
Undetectability [37] of an item of interest (IOI) from an attackers perspective means that
the attacker cannot sufficiently distinguish whether it exists or not. So we can defer un-
detectability is a kind of pseudor anonymity just like pseudorandom number and true
random number.
(5)One-way AKE vs One-flow AKE
In brief, we can view a one-way AKE protocol as the complement of a one-flow AKE
protocol. One-flow AKE protocols are designed to establish a session key using a single
message from the client to the server. It can provide mutual authentication by using
two static keys (one each from the client and the server) and one ephemeral key (from
the client). In contrast, one-way AKE can use one static key (from the server) and two
ephemeralkeys (one each from the client and the server), but provides no authentication
to the server.
2.6. Security requirements.
Secure communication schemes for remote mutual authentication and session key agree-
ment for the multi-server architecture should provide security requirements [38,39], such
as mutual/one-way authentication and key agreement, impersonation attack, man-in-the-
middle attack, replay attack, known- key security, perfect forward secrecy, data integrity,
off-line guessing attack, session key security and key compromise impersonation. The
definitions and proofs of above-mentioned security requirements will be illustrated in Ap-
pendix A. detailedly.

3. The Proposed One-Way AKE towards Multi-Server Architecture. In this
section, under the multi-server architecture, a chaotic maps-based one-way authentication
key agreement scheme is proposed which consists of two phases: the servers registration
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phase, one-way authentication key agreement phase. But firstly some notations are given
which used in the proposed scheme.

Remark 3.1. Because our proposed protocol is an one-way authentication scheme, there
is no password update phase in our protocol.

3.1. Notations. In this phase, any participant i has its identity IDi, and public key
(x, Tki(x)) and a secret key ki based on Chebyshev chaotic maps, a secure one-way hash
functionH(·), and a pair of secure symmetric encryption/decryption functions EK()/DK() with
key K.The concrete notations used hereafter are shown in Table2.

Table 2. Notations

3.2. Servers registration phase. Concerning the fact that the proposed scheme mainly
relies on the design of Chebyshev chaotic maps-based in multi-server architecture, it is
assumed that the servers can register at the registration center in some secure way or
by secure channel. The same assumption can be set up for servers Fig.3 illustrates the
server registration phase. The steps are performed during the server registration phase
as follows.
Step 1. When a server(or an expert) wants to be a new legal service provider, she chooses
her identity IDSi

with her identification card in law. Then the server submits IDSi
to

the RC via a secure channel. Step 2. Upon receiving IDSi
from the server, the RC com-

Figure 3. Server or a authenticated expert registration phase

putes R = H(IDSi
||k),where k is the secret key of RC.Then the server stores R in a

secure way via a secure channel.
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3.3. One-way authenticated key agreement phase. In this phase, one-way authen-
ticated means that the server or the RC can be authenticated by the other two peers, but
the user can not be authenticated by the the server or the RC to keep the user complete
anonymity in the multi-server architecture. This concrete process is presented in the fol-
lowing Fig. 4.
Step 1. If Alice(assume Alice as an anonymous user) wishes to consult some personal
issues establish with Si (or an expert) in a secure way, she will choose a random integer
number a and a temporary session SIDA. Then the device of Alice will computeKA−RC =
TaTk(x), HA = H(SIDA||IDSi

||Ta(x)), C1 = EKA−RC
(SIDA||IDSi

||HA).After that, Alice
sends m1 = {SIDA, Ta(x), C1} to Si where she wants to get the servers service.
Step 2. After receiving the message m1 = {SIDA, Ta(x), C1} from Alice, Si will do
the following tasks to ask RC for helping Alice to authenticate itself: Si selects ran-
dom ri and computes Tri(x), C2 = H(IDSi

||m1||R||Tri(x)).And then sends the mes-
sage m2 = {IDSi

, Tri(x), C2,m1} to RC.
Step 3. Next, RC will help Alice to authenticate Si and verify the temporary infor-
mation by helping them to compute the session key. After receiving the message m2 =
{IDSi

, Tri(x), C2,m1, RC will do the following tasks:
(1) Authenticate Si:Based on IDSi

, RC can compute R
′
= H(IDSi

||k). Then RC com-
putes C

′
2 = H(IDSi

||m1||R
′||Tri(x)) and check if C

′
2? = C2. If above equations hold, that

means Si are legal participants in this instance because only Si own R.
(2) Confirm Si is the server that Alice wants to consult with: RC computes KRC−A =
TkTa(x) and then decrypts C1 to get SIDA||IDSi

||HA.Next, RC computes
HA’= H(SIDA||IDSi

||Ta(x)). RC verifies HA’? = HA and checks if IDSi
in the C1 equals

to IDSi
in plaintext or not. If holds, that means Si is the server that Alice wants to

consult with.
(3) Help Si and Alice to get the session key:RC computes C3 = H(IDRC ||IDSi

||m1||R||Tri(x)),
C4 = EKRC−A

(IDRC ||IDSi
||m1||Tri(x)||HRC) and HRC = H(SIDA||IDSi

||IDRC ||Tri(x)).
Then RC sends the message IDRC , C4 to Alice and sends the message IDRC , C3 to Si.
If any authentication process does not pass, the protocol will be terminated immediately.
Step 4.
For Alice: After receiving the message IDRC , C4, Alice uses KA−RC to decrypt C4. Next
Alice computes HRC ’= H(SIDA||IDSi

||IDRC ||Tri(x)). Check if HRC ’= HRC .If holds, Al-
ice computes SK = TaTri(x).
For Si:After receiving the message IDRC , C3, Si computes C3’= H(IDRC ||IDSi

||m1||R||Tri(x))
and checks if C3’= C3.If holds, then Si computes SK = TriTa(x).

4. Security Consideration. The section analyzes the security of our proposed proto-
col. Let us assume that there are three secure components, including the two problems
CMBDLP and CMBDHP cannot be solved in polynomial-time, a secure one-way hash
function, and a secure symmetric encryption. Assume that the adversary has full control
over the insecure channel including eavesdropping, recording, intercepting, modifying the
transmitted messages. The definitions and analysis of the security requirements will be
illustrated in Appendix A. From the Table 3, we can see that the proposed scheme can
provide secure session key agreement, perfect forward secrecy and so on. As a result, the
proposed scheme is more secure and has much functionality compared with the recent
related scheme.

5. Efficiency Analysis. Compared to RSA and ECC, Chebyshev polynomial computa-
tion problem offers smaller key sizes, faster computation, as well as memory, energy and
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Figure 4. One-way authenticated key agreement phase

bandwidth savings. In our proposed protocol, no time-consuming modular exponentiation
and scalar multiplication on elliptic curves are needed. However, Wang [35] proposed sev-
eral methods to solve the Chebyshev polynomial computation problem. For convenience,
some notations are defined as follows.
Thash:The time for executing the hash function;
Tsym:The time for executing the symmetric key cryptography;
TXOR:The time for executing the XOR operation;
TExp:The time for a modular exponentiation computation;
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Table 3. Architecture and security of our proposed protocol

TCH :The time for executing the Tn (x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial using the algo-
rithm in literature[44].
Table 4 shows performance comparisons between our proposed scheme and the literature
of [40-43] in multi-server architecture. The literature [40] consumes more computations
than ours. And the literatures [41-43] own high-efficiency, but in secure aspect, they can
not resist some common attacks such as masquerading attack and can not gain some com-
mon functionality such as session key secrecy or perfect forward secrecy. Therefore, as in
Table 3 and Table 4, we can draw a conclusion that the proposed scheme has achieved
the balance of efficiency and security.

Table 4. Efficiency of our proposed scheme

Table 5 presents the effciency in term of modular exponentiations(ME) and chebyshev
polynomial(CP) computation of relevant one-way authentication key agreement protocols
[32,
46-49]. The Diffie-Hellman protocol [46] is the basic protocol on which most other pro-
tocols in the literature are built upon. In the table we refer to the ephemeral-ephemeral
variant that succumbs to man-in-the-middle attacks, but is a good benchmark for effiency.
About some values (such as 1.33, 1.17 in the Table 5)of modular exponentiations, since
the base is the same, squarings in the squareand-multiply algorithm can be parallelized
[50] reducing the computational cost to 1.33 exponentiations. Therefore, from Table 5
we can see that the our proposed scheme has achieved the tight security and good effi-
ciency. Moreover, our proposed scheme possesses expandability because it is realized in
multi-server architecture.
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Table 5. Efficiency in terms of modular exponentiations(ME) and cheby-
shev polynomial(CP)

6. Conclusion. This work provides a new approach to one-way authenticated key es-
tablishment towards multi-server architecture. The core ideas of the proposed scheme are
the mutual authentication for the servers and RC and the anonymity for the users. Sub-
sequently, we explain the practical motivations for authentication and secrecy assurances
of parties engaging in one-way AKE protocols and some related terms. Based on our
discussion we proposed a suitable protocol that covers those goals and offered an efficient
protocol that formally meets the proposed security definition. Finally, after comparing
with related literatures (multi-server schemes and one-way protocols) respectively, we
found our proposed scheme has satisfactory security, efficiency and functionality. There-
fore, our protocol is more suitable for practical applications.
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7. Appendix A. Security proof of the proposed scheme.
(1)One-way authentication and key agreement

Definition 7.1. One-way authentication and key agreement refers to only one party au-
thenticating the other suitably and getting the session key simultaneously.

Theorem 7.1. The proposed protocol can achieve one-way authentication and key agree-
ment.

Proof: In our proposed protocol, one-way authentication means that RC helps Alice
(an anonymous user) to authenticate Si.So we can divide the one-way authentication pro-
cess into three steps:
(1) Alice authenticates RC:Because only RC has the secret k, RC can computesKRC−A =
TkTa(x) which equals to KA−RC = TaTk(x).So if Alice decrypts C4 to get the necessary
information and check if H

′
RC = HRC .If above equation is equal, then that means Alice

authenticates RC.
(2)RC and Si authenticate each other: We can use the shared key R to achieve the task.
Firstly, based on IDSi

,RC can computeR
′
= H(IDSi

||k) by its private key k.ThenRC com-
putes C

′
2 = H(IDSi

||m1||R
′||Tri(x)) and checks if C

′
2 = C2.If above equation is equal,

then that means RC authenticates Si.After receiving the messages {IDRC , C3}, Si com-
putes C

′
3 = H(IDRC ||IDSi

||m1||R||Tri(x)) and chesks if C
′
3 = C3.If holds, we can say Si au-

thenticates RC. (3) Alice authenticates Si:If Alice already authenticates RC,then she
can authenticate Si based on the information IDRC ||IDSi

||m1||Tri(x)||HRC which were
decrypted by RC in C4.The trust flow is Alice → RC → Si.
As for the key agreement, after authenticating each other, the temporary Ta(x), Tri(x) and
the SIDA||IDSi

||IDRC were already authenticated byRC.So finally Alice and Si can make
the key agreement simultaneously.
(2) Impersonation attack

Definition 7.2. An impersonation attack is an attack in which an adversary successfully
assumes the identity of one of the legitimate parties in a system or in a communications
protocol.

Theorem 7.2. The proposed protocol can resist impersonation attack.

Proof:An adversary cannot impersonate anyone of the Si and RC.The proposed scheme
has already authenticated each other between Si andRC,and Alice authenticates Si andRC
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(in section Appendix A.(1)) based on the secrets k, R and the nonces a, ri.So there is no
way for an adversary to have a chance to carry out impersonation attack.

Remark 7.1. Because Alice is an anonymous user, an adversary impersonates Alice is
meaningless for the Si and RC.

(3) Man-in-the-middle attack

Definition 7.3. The man-in-the-middle attack is a form of active eavesdropping in which
the attacker makes independent connections with the victims and relays messages between
them, making them believe that they are talking directly to each other over a private
connection, when in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the attacker.

Theorem 7.3. The proposed protocol can resist Man-in-the-middle attack.

Proof:Because Ci(1 ≤ i ≤ 4) contain the participants identities or an anonymous users
temporary session ID, a man-in-the-middle attack cannot succeed.
(4) Replay attack

Definition 7.4. A replay attack is a form of network attack in which a valid data trans-
mission is maliciously or fraudulently repeated or delayed.

Theorem 7.4. The proposed protocol can resist replay attack.

Proof:If an adversary replays any message of Alice, which is meaningless. Because
“Alice” is an anonymous user, the adversary can as an anonymous user to initiate the
protocol legally as his wish. For the messages between Si and RC,an adversary cannot
start a replay attack against our scheme because of the freshness of a, ri in each session.
If Ta(x) and Tri(x) have appeared before or the status shows in process, any of the
participants in instance protocol will reject the session request. If the adversary wants to
launch the replay attack successfully, it must compute and modify Ta(x), Tri(x) and Ci(1 ≤
i ≤ 4) correctly which is impossible.
(5) Known-key security

Definition 7.5. Known-key security is that a protocol can protect the subsequent session
keys from disclosing even if the previous session keys are revealed by the intendant user.

Theorem 7.5. The proposed protocol can achieve known-key security.

Proof:Since the session key SK = TaTri(x) = TriTa(x) is depended on the random
nonces a and ri,and the generation of nonces is independent in all sessions, an adversary
cannot compute the previous and the future session keys when the adversary knows one
session key. And in the secrets update phase, any session key is only used once, so it has
known-key security attribute.
(6) Perfect forward secrecy

Definition 7.6. An authenticated multiple key establishment protocol provides perfect
forward secrecy if the compromise of both of the nodes secret keys cannot results in the
compromise of previously established session keys [45].

Theorem 7.6. The proposed protocol can achieve perfect forward secrecy.

Proof:In the proposed scheme, the session key SK = TaTri(x) = TriTa(x) is related
with a and ri,which were randomly chosen by Alice and the server Si,respectively. So
any session key has not related with the secret key (such as k )of each of participants.
Furthermore because of the intractability of the CMBDLP and CMBDHP problem, an
adversary cannot compute the previously established session keys.
(7) Session key security
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Definition 7.7. A communication protocol exhibits session key security if the session key
cannot be obtained without any long-term secrets.

Theorem 7.7. The proposed protocol can achieve session key security.

Proof:In the authenticated key agreement phase, a session key SK is generated from a
and ri.These parameter values are different in each session, and each of them is only known
by Alice and Si.Whenever the communication ends between Si and Alice, the key will
immediately self-destruct and will not be reused. Therefore, assuming the attacker has
obtained a session key, Alice will be unable to use this session key to decode the informa-
tion in other communication processes. Because the random point elements a and ri are
all generated randomly and are protected by the CMBDLP, CMBDHP, and the secure
symmetric encryption, a known session key cannot be used to calculate the value of the
next session key. Additionally, since the values a and ri of the random elements are very
large, attackers cannot directly guess the values a and ri of the random elements to gen-
erate session key. Therefore, the proposed scheme provides session key security.
(8) Resistance to stolen-verifier attacks

Definition 7.8. An adversary gets the verifier table from servers or RC by a hacking way,
and then the adversary can launch any other attack which called stolen-verifier attacks.

Theorem 7.8. The proposed protocol can resistance to stolen-verifier attacks.

Proof:In the proposed scheme, neither the server nor the registration center maintains
any verification table. Thus, the stolen-verifier attack is impossible to initiate in the
proposed scheme.


